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More than 700 of the state’s top adult health researchers will be housed in the Harry Perkins
Institute of Medical Research (North). The 20,200sqm 10 storey building includes five levels of
PC2 OGTR laboratory space with general and specialist support labs; imaging facilities; a bio
resource facility; clinical research areas; offices, hot desks and workstations; seminar facilities; video
conferencing facilities; 250 seat auditorium; informal and formal meeting spaces; quiet spaces;
interaction areas; staff amenities; end of trip facilities; cafe; demonstration lab; community resource
facility; exhibition gallery; and multi-media installations.

Collaboration, interaction and engagement underpin the design of the building - designed from the
inside out it supports the creative research activities and investigations within. Medical research is
given visual expression at many different levels, both in the fabric of the building and in the visual
display of ideas. The palette of the building fabric is comparable to the external palette of the human
body – eyes, skin, hair colours all come from quite a subtle warm palette. However, exploration of
the human anatomy reveals an internal intensity of colour, pattern and activity, and this is reflected
in the use of colour and pattern within the building.

The Hames Sharley design team carried out extensive research around Australia and overseas,
talking to building users and analysing contemporary research practices. Recognising that happy
accident plays a vital role in research discoveries, the design of the Perkins Institute represents
a radical departure from the established orthodoxy for laboratory buildings. The building is
organised with a strong vertical integration and visual connection between research floors, and an
innovative floor plate that maximises collaboration and flexibility. Each lab floor accommodates 100
researchers, with interaction areas located centrally between the ‘wet’ lab space and the ‘dry’ office
space, and the laboratories run north to south with natural light on two sides.

The colour palette and patterns have been abstracted from magnified microscopic images provided
by the researchers, with warm colours giving way to cooler moving up the building. There are
concentrations of colour and pattern in the highly activated central core which houses meeting
rooms, lunch rooms, lifts, toilets, and the chromosome inspired stairway that spirals up the
centre of the building. Super-sized colour projections of research work animate the stair walls.
As researchers encounter each other in these central spaces, relationships build, and ideas are
exchanged. It’s a more collaborative, social and productive way to work.
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Occupying a highly constrained site, the new building references the 1950s post-war international
style of the adjacent Perth Chest Hospital and Nurses’ Quarters. The building maintains the
principal access routes and visual links through the site, in particular the link generally aligned
with Hampden Road and the links west to Hospital Avenue. At 10 storeys it maximises the
accommodation potential of this part of the campus under the structure plan and provides usable
landscape areas with seating and shade trees.
The built edges encourage pedestrian use and activity, responding to desire lines and encouraging
direct access through the ground floor foyer of the building which is integrated with the ground
plane, and has been designed as a public display and function space. An electronic artwork
covering almost 100 square metres displays beautiful images of the microscopic world of research
across three double-sided digital banners – visible from inside and outside the building. A second
installation spanning the wall of the auditorium portrays over-sized MRI images of a male and a
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female. A vertical beam of light travels the length of the installation, simulating the MRI scan. Two
digital screens move in front of each image, stopping at points to run videos on Perkins research
relating to each part of the body. A rich soundscape adds an intriguing further dimension to the
experience.
The planning is flexible and adaptable, and although it achieves high densities, sloping ceilings and
large windows, allow natural light and external views to permeate all areas.
With the input of twenty five separate disciplines, the building’s high performance envelope and
sophisticated services infrastructure combine to make the building highly efficient.
Based on a cost per researcher, the building represents exceptional value for the community and,
is well ahead of all comparable projects.
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A beautiful future for
medical research
The most remarkable architectural quality about the Harry Perkins Institute of Medical
Research is not just its beauty – although it’s a handsome building.
What sets the Institute’s new home apart is its dramatic departure from the orthodoxy
of laboratory design. The innovative building fosters a new way for researchers to
conduct their work and collaborate, with the aim of reaching ever higher outcomes for
the Australian public.
Traditionally research buildings are designed as a “three-layered cake - two layers of
laboratories and one layer of offices”, says Hames Sharley director, James Edwards,
who headed the project team. “We became interested in whether that type of design
really fostered good research.”
Before putting pencil to paper the Hames Sharley team carried out extensive
research around Australia and overseas, and found that the conventional designs had
drawbacks. Happy accident plays a vital role in research discoveries, and the traditional
approach just isn’t keeping up with the way that the best research is carried out.
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“We proposed a radically different
approach built around a central highly
activated core, with the laboratories
running north to south with natural light
on two sides”

“To move between the offices and the laboratories researchers
move through the centre, which houses the meeting rooms,
lunch rooms, lifts, toilets, and a striking chromosome inspired
stairway that spirals up the centre of the building’s 10 storeys.”
The walls around this stair display super-sized colour
projections of the researchers’ work, highlighting, Edwards says,
the value and importance of their work to us all.

As researchers encounter each other in these central spaces,
relationships build, and ideas are exchanged. It’s a more
collaborative, social and productive way to work.
Hames Sharley created highly flexible open-plan work spaces,
which are best suited to accommodate ongoing changes in
research. When concentration or privacy is needed, enclosed

spaces have been provided in quiet zones throughout the
building for shared use. Anxieties about the open-plan design of
the laboratories largely melted away once staff moved into the
building and experienced the exceptional qualities of natural light
and the feeling of being connected with each other. Edwards
says: “A common observation from staff is that it is a ‘feel-good
building’. We designed the windows using the largest panes of
glass the builder could transport. This gives a very special quality,
plus exceptional views of the leafy surroundings.”
Laboratory buildings are complex and technically demanding.
“Spaces can be visually chaotic and uncomfortable to work in,”
Edwards says. Using pale surfaces throughout to reflect natural
light, Hames Sharley has created elegant interiors, enriched with
the subtle use of colour and natural materials to give the building
a warm and comfortable feel.
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“Everything circulates from the core, like blood that is
oxygenated and circulates around the body.”
The building design take cues from the human body, with the central stairway
twisting up like a spine and revealing the activities on different levels.
According to Hames Sharley director, James Edwards.
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A public welcome to our new
medical research institute

Australia is a world leader in medical research. For our researchers to keep delivering the
medical breakthroughs that help people with cancer, diabetes, schizophrenia and other
diseases, public trust and support is essential.
For this reason, the Harry Perkins Institute of Medical Research commissioned exhibition
spaces as a key part of its exciting new building.
Working with the building’s architects and interior designers, Hames Sharley, Freeman Ryan
Design (FRD) created three spectacular installations to woo the public’s interest and reward
their curiosity.
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Funded by a generous grant from the official state lottery in Western Australia, Lotterywest, the
first installation is a giant electronic artwork covering almost 100 square metres spread across
three double-sided digital banners. The banners stand within the double-storey entry foyer and
are an eye-catching feature from outside the building. Hundreds of slowly changing research
images have been used by multi-media technologists at Lightwell to create an artwork that
beautifully displays the splendour of our microscopic world in extraordinary detail.

A vertical beam of light travels the length of the installation, simulating the MRI scan. Two digital
screens move in front of each image, stopping at points to run videos on Perkins research relating
to each part of the body. “When it stops in front of the heart, it tells a story about the Perkins heart
researchers, and the breakthroughs in coronary research the institute has made,” Freeman
says. A soundscape of whirring, clicking, heartbeats and other sounds recorded in hospitals and
laboratories adds an intriguing further dimension to the experience.

“The images are a little enigmatic,” says architect-turned-exhibition designer, Susan Freeman, a
co-founder of FRD. “But the inquisitive can look up the details for every image on an iPad attached
to the display.”

Upstairs, in a more intimate space, an exhibition has been created with schools and university
students in mind, with artefacts, printed graphic panels, an interactive touch screen and miniature
video screens.

Visible at the western end of the foyer outside the Institute’s public auditorium is an even larger
installation, 10 metres long and 2.5 metres high. “This has a lot more detail,” says Freeman.
“The background of this display is a single backlit membrane printed with over-sized MRI* scan
images of a male and a female volunteer.”

All three exhibitions are designed to foster a strong engagement between the community and
the institute, and inspire students to pursue research. Freeman says: “The researchers’ work is
amazing and we have tried to show that in a way the public can understand and relate to.”
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j.edwards@hamessharley.com.au
+61 8 9381 0200
+61 8 9382 4224
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